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Dissipative linear mappings 2 detined on the dense union of an increasing 
sequence of closed subspaces E,, of a Banach space E are studied. It is shown that 
Z is the pregenerator of a contraction semigroup on E provided that 
sup Ij Q*Z 1s I[ < co whereQ, is the quotient map of E onto E/E, . This generalises 
results of Kkiimoto and Jorgensen. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hille-Yosida theorem [3] characterises those closed densely-defined 
linear mappings 2 on a Banach space E which are the infinitesimal generators of 
strongly continuous one-parameter semigroups of contractions. One of the 
conditions of that theorem is that the range of (aJ - 2) should be the whole of 
E for every positive real number (Y, a property which in practice is frequently 
difficult to check. Therefore the result of Lumer and Phillips [7] that necessary 
and sufficient conditions for 2 to be a generator are that 2 should be dissipative 
and the range of (& - 2) should be E for some 01 > 0 represented a substantial 
simplification. Although they also gave an example to show that the second 
condition cannot be removed in general, it nevertheless remains of interest to 
seek alternative sufficient conditions which can be readily checked. 
More recently considerable attention has been given to mappings defined on a 
dense union of an increasing sequence of closed subspaces, especially to “normal” 
derivations of uniformly hyperfinite (UHF) C*-algebras [9, 10, 111. Kishimoto 
[6] showed that if E is a UHF C*-algebra, (En) is an increasing sequence of 
finite type I subfactors whose union is dense in E, P, is the canonical projection 
of E onto En and Z is a *-derivation defined on u E, , then the closure Z of Z is a 
generator provided that 
sup ll(Z - PnZ)IE, II < co. (1) 
Jorgensen has extended this in various ways [4, 51. In particular he showed in 
[4, Theorem 51 that if E is a Banach space with an increasing sequence of 
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reflexive Banach subspaces E, whose union is dense in E, P, is a projection of 
norm 1 of E onto E, and Z is a dissipative linear mapping of (J E,, into E, then Z 
is a generator provided that (1) holds. 
For many standard Banach spaces it is not possible to find projections of 
norm 1 onto subspaces (indeed the only subspaces for which it is always possible 
to do so are isomorphic to the space of continuous functions on some compact 
extremally disconnected space [2, Theorem 3, p. 1231). We show here that 
Jorgensen’s result remains valid even if E, is not assumed to be reflexive and if 
(1) is replaced by the weaker condition that 
where Q,, is the quotient map of E onto E/E, . 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let Z be a linear mapping of a dense linear subspace 9(Z) of a Banach space E 
into E. Then Z is said to be (weakly) dissipative if, for each x in 9(Z), 
Re (Zx, #> < 0 
for all (for some) nonzero 4 in E* with (x, 4) = 11 x II I]# 11. 
It is well-known that a weakly dissipative mapping is closable, and its closure is 
also weakly dissipative [7]. In particular it follows from the closed graph theorem 
that the restriction of a weakly dissipative mapping Z to a closed subspace of E 
contained in 9(Z) is bounded. 
A densely-defined linear mapping Z on E is apregenerator if there is a strongly 
continuous one-parameter semigroup of contractions on E whose infinitesimal 
generator is the closure of Z. It follows easily from the Hille-Phillips-Yosida 
theory that Z is a pregenerator if and only if Z is (weakly) dissipative and the 
range of (OJ - Z) is dense in E for some 01 > 0, and then Z has no proper 
dissipative extension (see [4, sect. 21). 
In the following theorem, for a subspace F of E, QF will denote the quotient 
map of E onto E/F and d(x, F) will denote the least distance of x from F, so that 
d(x,F) = II QFX II. 
THEOREM 1. Let E be a Banach space with closed subspace F and let Z be a 
dissipative linear mapping on E whose domain contains F. For each x in F and OL > 0, 
4x, W - Z)(F)) < 2c1 II QFZ IF II II * II- 
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Proof. Take x inF and E > 0. Let /I = 11 QFZ IF 11 and S = d(x, (OJ - Z)(F)). 
By the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is a functional + in E* of norm 1 such that 
<ar-Zy,4) =o (Y EF) 
(x, d> = 6. (3) 
By the Bishop-Phelps theorem [l, 81 applied to F, there is a functional #’ in F* 
and y1 in F of norm 1 such that 
IIf- IFII -=c E (4) 
(Yl > $0 = II 9’11. 
Let # in E* be an extension of 9’ with the same norm. Since Z is dissipative, 
Re <Zyly ~0 d 0. (5) 
There exists ys in F with II Zy, - y2 II < /I + E. Then 
M-Y, * $6 - a II 6 II I G IGY, - Y2 > #>I + ICY2 9 4 - $>I 
+ KY2 - ZYl ,&I + ICTY, - KY1 ,$>I 
+ I4Yl,+ - tol 
< (2 + 4(B + 4 + 43 + E + II z IF II) + cK* 
Using (3), (4) and (5) it follows that 
as = 4x2 4) < 4 # II + II + - 4 IF II> IIx II 
< ((2 + d(B + 6) + 4 + f + II Z IF II) + 24 II x II. 
The result follows on letting E -+ 0. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Z be a dissipative linear mapping on E whose domain contains 
the dense union Em of an increasing sequence of closed subspaces E,, of E, and 
suppose that 
SUP II QnZ 1~~ II = M =c 00. 
Then Z is a pregenerator and Em is a core for 2. 
Proof. It suffices to show that (OJ - Z)(E,) is dense in E for a > 2M. But 
otherwise there would exist an integer n and y in E,, of norm 1 such that 
d(y, (“I - W%J) > 2Wa. 
This would contradict the theorem. 
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3. FURTHER REMARKS 
There are two variants of Theorem 1 which can be proved easily without 
using the Bishop-Phelps theorem, and which have as corollaries special cases of 
Corollary 2. Firstly let Z’ be any bounded linear mapping of F into F, and put 
/? = I/ Z’ - Z IF 11. Then it is a simple application of the Hahn-Banach theorem 
to show that (Z’ - /31F) is dissipative on F, so that for 01 > /I, (JF - Z’) has a 
bounded inverse of norm at most (a - p)-l [4, Lemma 11. Then for x in F 
[I x - (a1 - Z)(oJ, - zyx /I < /5l(ct - /?)-I 11 x II. 
This leads to a proof of Corollary 2 under the assumption that there exist 
bounded linear mappings Z, of E, into E, such that 
SUP II Z, - Z IE, Il = M’ < co. 
In the case where there are projections of norm 1 of E onto E,, (the only case 
considered in [4] and [6]) this condition is equivalent to (1) and (2), but in 
general it will be stronger than (2). 
Secondly, if it is known that 
Re (S**x, 9) < 0 (6) 
whenever x E F**, + E E* and (x, + IF) = II x 1) II+ II,where S is the restriction of 
Z to F, then the proof of Theorem 1 can be modtied by taking #’ = 4 Ip and 
y1 in F** rather than F, and making appropriate amendments to the subsequent 
estimations. Although condition (6) may be hard to verify in practice unless F is 
reflexive, the following result shows that it is a necessary condition for 2 to be a 
pregenerator, provided that F is contained in the domain of Z2. This includes the 
interesting case of “finite range interaction” when E has a nest of subspaces E,, 
with Z(E,) C E,,, for some m depending on n (cf. [4, 51). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let Z be the generator of a contraction sem&oup et= (t > 0) 
on a Banach space E, and let F be a closed subspace of E contained in 9(Zs). Let 
S be the restriction of Z to F and /? = 11 ZS II. Then fur x in F** and4 in E*, 
Re @**x9 6) < I353 II x II II d II (II x II II 4 II - Re (x9 4 MW2. (7) 
In particular, if (x, 4 IF) = II x /I /I C# II, then Re (S**x, +> < 0. 
Proof. Note first that Z2 = (Z - I)(Z + I) + I which is closed since Z is 
closed and (Z - I) has a bounded inverse [3, Theorem 2.16.41. Hence /3 is finite. 
Consider F as embedded in F** and firstly suppose that x lies in F. Then 
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S**x = ZX and it clearly suffices to assume that Re (ZX, @i > 0. Let f(t) = 
Re (etzx, $>. Thenf is a twice-differentiable function on [0, co) with 
f’(t) = Re (etzZx, 4) 
By Taylor’s theorem, for t > 0 there exists s in (0, t) such that 
II x II II + II 3 f(t) = Re <x, C> + t Re <Zx, 4) + WY’(~) 
2 Re (x, $> + t Re <Zx, 4) - WP II x II II # II. 
Taking t = (B II x II II 4 II)-’ Re <Zx, +i, 
II x II II 4 II 3 Re (x, $> + (28 II .r II II + IlMRe (Zx, 4))” 
and (7) follows. 
For x in F** there is, by the bipolar theorem, a net (x,J in F converging to x 
in the a(F**, F*)-topology with I[ X~ II< 11 x /I. The result follows on applying (7) 
to X, and taking limits. 
ADDED NOTE 
After preparing this paper, the author proved that the notions of dissipative 
and weakly dissipative operators, as defined in Section 2, are equivalent. A proof 
of this will be published elsewhere. 
0. Bratteli and A. Kishimoto have independently obtained some related 
results, including a special case of Theorem 1 of this paper and an extension of the 
main result of [5]. 
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